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1. INTRODUCTION 

The display of multimedia documents and presentations is usually built 
around common graphical user interface elements, such as buttons, 
checkboxes, lists,. images, video and audio players, to name a few. The 
relationship among the different elements and the data that is displayed on 
them can be either pre-built or dynamically allocated in response to user 
queries or requests. Dynamically constructed multimedia documents that 
allow the user to interact with the data are the primary concern of this paper. 

The semantics of a multimedia document are not obvious. There might 
be constraints on the behavior of elements that are dependant on not only the 
most recent action, but past actions as well. For example, consider a display 
that contains a video. By analyzing the layout, all we can say is where the 
video will play, but not for how long, or starting from which point in time. 
These two conditions might be determined by user actions that occur just 
before the video plays, or while it plays. A formal semantics or a formal 
model provides a means to unambiguously express such behavior. 

We propose a way to model the behavior of multimedia displays, 
particularly those derived from database queries, using a new action 
language with temporal extensions we have called Alan. It allows enough 
descriptive power to express the behavior of complex, dynamic multimedia 
displays, modeling user-initiated actions and system actions, temporal 
presentations, triggers, and the behavior of data elements that span over time, 
like video and audio files. 

The specification of the layout is not our primary concern. Any display 
specification language or formalism can be used to define the layout 
(positioning) of the elements on the display, or even natural language. 

2. THE LANGUAGE ALAN 

Action languages are logical formalisms used to represent dynamic 
environments in which actions affect the state of the environment. We refer 
to the language we present as Alan, short for Action LAnguage for Non
markovian domains. It is an action language that can model systems where 
the Markov restriction does not necessarily hold. The Markov restriction 
states that the future state of the world is independent of the past states given 
the current state (Shanmugan & Breipohl, 1988). If the Markov restriction 
holds, conditions placed on the executability of actions or on their effects 
can only be based on the current state of the world. 

Formulas in Alan are used to determine whether an action is possible or 
not. Unlike in traditional action languages, formulas in Alan can incorporate 
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past temporal operators such as "previously" or "lasttime" to reference 
points in the past. Therefore, Alan allows the definition of systems where 
the future state of the world depends not only on the current state, but also 
on past states of the world. That is, of non-Markovian systems. 

Even though Alan uses the syntax of action description languages A and 
Lo presented in (Baral et aI., 1997) and extended in (Watson 1999), its 
semantics are radically different, since A and Lo can only define Markovian 
systems. In this section we present an overview of Alan, enough to 
understand how it is used to model dynamic displays. 

2.1 Basic notions 

In Alan, we assume an alphabet for the language consisting of two 
disjoint, nonempty sets of symbols: a set F ofjluents and a set A of actions. 

As in all action languages, a fluent is a proposition whose truth-value 
might vary from one state of the world to the next. A literal is a fluent f or its 
negation 'f. A state consists of a set of fluents that give a snapshot of the 
state of the world at some point in time. Consecutively indexed letters s 
denote states. Actions change the truth-value of fluents, determining new 
states. Actions can be elementary or compound. A compound action is a set 
of elementary actions that occur concurrently. 

An alternating sequence of states and actions is called a path. A path that 
conforms to certain properties is called a trajectory. It is the means to 
represent the flow of time and the key to interpret formulas and propositions. 

2.2 Formulas, Propositions, and Action Description 

The simplest construct in Alan is a formula , which can be an action, state, 
and temporal formula. We refer to them indistinctively as formulas when 
something applies to all or when the type of formula is clear by context. An 
action formula is of the form "occurs a", where a is a compound or 
elementary action from A. A state formula is an action formula or a literal, 
or, if P, Pb and P2, are state formulas, their negation, conjunction, or 
disjunction, written -.p, PI A P2 and PI v P2 are also state formulas. 

A state formula can also be considered a temporal formula. In addition, 
if P, PI and P2 are formulas, then (1) lasttime P, (2) previously P (3) PI 
before P2, and (3) PI since P2 are temporal formulas. The negation, 
conjunction, and disjunction of temporal formulas are considered temporal 
formulas. The temporal operators (1) to (4) above can also be used to write 
the temporal connectives always and never, which we will use as well: 

always p (p was true always in the past) can be written -,previously -p 
never p (p has never been true in the past) can be written ,previously p 
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Since we can express implication PI~ P2 for any pair of formulas PI and 
P2in terms of '-,' and ',,: as -'(PI I\-'P2), we will also use implication freely. 

Formulas are used to form propositions, which express the conditions 
upon which actions are performed, and the effects of those actions. 

If a is an action, ae is an elementary action, ').. is a literal, and p is a 
formula, propositions take one of four forms in Alan (1) ').. if p, called a static 
proposition (2) ae causes A if p, called a causal proposition, (3) impossible 
a if p, called an impossibility proposition, and (4) defined A if p, called a 
definition proposition. 

A collection of propositions is called an action description. 
The following example illustrates the use of Alan to describe a general 

non-Markovian system. 
Example 1. Upon receiving a check, a credit card company deposits it, 

and gives credit to the customer. However, if the check is returned (bounces), 
then they deposit it again, without giving credit twice. If it bounces a second 
time, then the credit is reversed. 

In Alan, these facts can be expressed as follows: 
DEPOSIT causes CREDITED if -,previously occurs DEPOSIT 
-,CREDITED if occurs BOUNCES 1\ previously occurs BOUNCES 

2.3 Interpreting formulas 

An action description in a Markovian language defines a collection of 
acceptable paths or "possible trajectories" of the corresponding domain. 
However, given that Alan is non-Markovian, auxiliary definitions are needed, 
which are presented in (Gonzalez 2000) in the full semantics of the language. 
In a nutshell, the full semantics define when an action is executable, the 
effects of actions, the closure of a path with respect to an action description, 
and the set of possible trajectories in the non-Markovian setting. 

Suffice here to say that in general, formulas have a truth-value only over 
a path 1t. Intuitively, this is because formulas might include temporal 
connectives such as "previously" that refer to properties of past states or 
properties that hold throughout past states. Given a path 1t = <So. aJ, SJ, ... , a", 
sn>, in Alan, by 1tj' j ~ n, we denote <so. aJ, SJ, .... , aj, Sj>, that is, the suffix of 
1t that ends at state Sj. Given a path 1t of length n, an action a, and state 
formulas p, q, we determine the truth of formulas as follows: 

1. A literal').. is true in 1tn if').. E Sn. 

2. occurs a is true in 1tn if a E an. 
3. -,(occurs a) is true in 1tn if a ~ an 

4. lasttime p is true in 1tn if n>O and p is true in 1tn-I. 
5. -,(lasttime p) is true in 1tn if n=O or -,p is true in 1tn-1. 
6. previously q is true in 1tn if n>O and for some 05 j<n, q is true in 1tj. 
7. -,(previously q) is true in 1tn if n=O or for all 05 j<n, -,q is true in 1tj. 
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8. p before q is true in 1tn if for some 0 5 j 5 n, p is true in 1tj, and for 
every i 5j, -,q is true in 1tj. 

9. -,(p before q) is true in 1tn if for every 05 j 5n such that -, p is not 
true in 1tj (i.e., p could be true in an extension of 1tj) there is i 5j such 
that q is true in 1tj. 

10. P since q is true in 1tn if for some 0 5 j 5 n, q is true in 1tj' and for 
every j 5i 5n, p is true in 1tj. 

11. -, (p since q) is true in 1tn if for every 0 5 j 5 n, such that -, q is not 
true in 1tj, there is j 5i 5n such that -, p is true in 1tj. 

12. p A q is true in 1tn if both p and q are true in 1tn. 
13. -,(p A q) is true in 1tn if either -,p or -,q is true in 1tn. 
14. P v q is true in 1tn if either p or q is true in 1tn. 
15. -,(p v q) is true in 1tn if both -,p and -,q are true in 1tn. 
We can say that a formula F is false in a path if -,F is true in the path, 

and F is unknown if neither F nor -,F is true in the path. 

2.4 Observations 

In addition to describing the laws that rule a dynamic system, which we 
do with an action description, we also need a way to express observations 
about the domain: what is true and what actions are occurring. The 
expressions used to record such observations are called observations or 
axioms, and are statements of the form: (1) initially A, (2) ae occurs_at t, or 
(3) A observed_at t, where A is a literal, ae is an elementary or compound 
action, and t is a non-negative integer from [0 ... n]. Axioms of type (1) 
declare what is true in the initial state, axioms of type (2) state that "the 
elementary action ae occurred at situation t", and axioms of type (3) state 
that "the literal A was observed to be true at situation ttl. The set of axioms 
that reflects the observations in a domain is referred to as the recorded 
history of the domain. 

A particular instance of the system being described is given by a tuple 
formed by an action description and its recorded history, and is called a 
domain description. 

2.5 Queries 

One of the main purposes of a representation such as the one given in a 
domain description is to be able to extract answers to queries about a 
particular domain. A query in Alan is an expression of one of three types 
(1)p holds at t, (2) p holds in [t1o tkl, or (3) p after A at t, where p is a formula, 
A is a sequence of actions, and t, t10 and tk are either time points or te, 
denoting the current or most recent time point in history. 
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Queries of type 1 ask if the given formula holds at the given time point. 
Queries of type 2 ask if the given formula holds over a period between time 
points t1 and tk. Queries of type 3 can be read as "if the sequence A of user 
actions were executed at situation t, would p hold afterward?". 

By being able to model multimedia displays and answer such queries for 
a display specification, we can verify whether a resulting display indeed is 
the display intended by the user. 

3. MODELING MULTIMEDIA DISPLAYS 

Features of multimedia displays that can be modeled in Alan include: 
• Navigation buttons that allow the user to go through different 

records in the database query answer. 
• Displays with static data elements such as text and images. 
• Displays with lists and triggers. 
• Displays with multi-page documents (like e-books or PDFs). 
• Displays with video and audio elements. 

In general, to model a multimedia display system, its description is 
written as an action description in Alan. Objects that reflect particularities of 
the display are used as parameters for actions and fluents in predicates, and 
also in axioms when an actual multimedia document is modeled. The action 
description with particular recorded histories form a domain description that 
can then be used to formally verify the behavior of the display. The 
verification is done by queries that test the desired aspects of the behavior. 

It is not our intention to reconstruct in a single framework the display 
features of all multimedia formats ~r displays. Rather· we provide a 
metalanguage that can be used and adapted to suit the modeling of particular 
multimedia environments. Particularities of different environments are 
reflected through the use of objects. For example, if in the display being 
described one is using an xy-coordinate system to indicate the position of an 
element on the screen, then the object that represents that type of elements 
should include parameters for the x and y coordinates. 

If the display being modeled is specified using a formal specification 
language, like SQL+D (Baral et aI., 1998) then an automatic translation 
algorithm from the specification language into an action description in JiUan 
can be written. In this paper we do not assume a formal specification of the 
display, nor a particular layout paradigm, but assume a general description in 
English of the expected functionality of the multimedia display and a 
description of the schema of the database in question. This demonstrates the 
flexibility of our proposed method in modeling any multimedia display. 

For each feature that needs to be modeled, we present the objects, actions, 
and fluents needed, as well as a set of predicates that reflect the behavior 
being modeled. 
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3.1 Modeling a multimedia tutorial 

As a typical example of the uses of multimedia database applications, we 
will model the multimedia training materials developed for the U.S. Corps of 
Engineers Research Laboratory land management (Cooper & Smith, 2(01). 
We will refer to it simply as the Peace Corps tutorial. It was developed 
independently from the modeling language presented here. 

Elements in a database that include data and references to multimedia 
files (audio, video, images, animation) are used in the tutorial to compose 
pages. Pages result from a query and are built dynamically. A group of 
pages forms a unit, of which there are several in a training manual. 

The interface has a two-level navigation system. Tabs displayed on top 
provide access to units. Within each unit, the user can navigate through 
pages using the buttons on the top left, as shown in Figure 1. The interface 
allows navigation to related material through hyperlinks in the Related 
Topics area, or to Keywords. Navigation through any of the methods 
provided changes the answer set shown in the display area. 

DISPLAY AREA -

page elements 
arranged here. 

RELATED TOPICS 

Figure 1. Display Environment of the US Corps of Engineers training manual. 

3.2 Modeling navigation buttons 

Almost all multimedia displays generated from database query answer 
include navigation buttons to go from record to record. Here we will model 
their behavior. 
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3.2.1 Objects, fluents, and actions 

Table I shows the basic set of constructs needed. Objects are introduced 
to the domain as an axiom using the fluent DECLARED. 

Table 1. Basic constructs to model 

I DESCRIPTIO' 

Panel u is located within panel w at x, y and has 
content V. Parameter w is 'null' ifu is the main 

and/or elements. 

As a general organizational element for the Peace Corps tutorial, we 
chose the object "Panel" to group of a display into logical units. The whole 
display area is referred to as the "main panel", and is also introduced via an 
object, Panel(main, NULL, 0,0 V), where V is a set of ids of all other panels 
in it, including one for each of the five areas identified in Figure 1: 
navigation, tabs, display, keywords, and links. 

In the navigation panel, there is an instance of the Ctrl_Button object for 
each of the navigation buttons, like CtrCButton(Next, navigation). These 
objects are included in all displays. If the answer set is a relation R obtained 
from an SQL Query that returns n records, the object AnswecSet would 
look as follows: AnswecSet(UnitPages, navigation, {PID}, n). 

3.2.2 Action Description 

We model the behavior of navigation buttons with rules such as (PI). 
(PI) CucK(CtrCButton(Next, navigation)) causes ACTIVE_REcORD(R, i+l) , 

-.ACTIVE_RECORD(R, z) if -.EQ(z, i+l), ACTIVE_REcORD(R, i), 
DECLARED(Answecset(R, navigation, _, n)), LT(i,n) 

(PI) can be read as follows: the action of clicking on the "Next" button 
causes the active record to become i+ 1 and not any other if the current 
active record is i for the answer set to which the button is related, and i is 
less than the total number of records in the answer set. 

To "disable" a button when its action is not applicable, like for the 
"Next" button when we reach the last record, we use propositions like (P2). 



(P2) impossible CucK(CtrLButton(Next, navigation)) if ACTIVE_REcORD(R, n), 
DECLARED(AnswecSet(R, navigation,_,n)) 

3.3 Displays with static elements 
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Consider the display shown in Figure 2. Aside from the navigation 
buttons, we see an image and some text above it displayed in the display 
panel. These two elements are what we call "static": there is no time
dependency associated to them, and actually not too much of a "behavior", 
aside from being "visible". We will use these elements to build our action 
description a little bit further. 

Figure 2. Multimedia display with static elements. 

3.3.1 Objects, fluents, and actions 

Table 2 shows the basic set of constructs needed to model the GUI 
elements of a display that are not time-dependant (static). 

3.3.2 Action Description 

The propositions in the action description to model these features deal 
mainly with determining what should be shown where. In multimedia 
documents we do not deal with the "when", since all elements are shown at 
the same time when the record becomes active. The timing at which each 
element becomes visible becomes important in multimedia presentations, 
which are outside the scope of this paper, presented in (Gonzalez 2000). 

Each element included in a page is modeled by its corresponding instance 
of the "Disp_Element" object. For example, sayan element of type "image" 
at position (300, 4(0) on the main screen, containing the file indicated in the 
attribute "Content" from the answer set R, is identified as Imgl. Its 
corresponding object would be: 
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Disp_Element(lmg1, image, Main, 300, 400, R.Content) 

We now introduce some propositions to tell us which elements are visible. 
Consider Propostion (P3). 

(P3) define VISIBLE(R, i, j) if ACTIVE_REcORD(R, j), 
DECLARED(Disp_element(y,t,p,_,_,C)), BT(R.i, C), -,EQ(t, "list"). 

The above rule can be read "the value of record j, attribute i of relation R 
is visible if record j is active, and there is a display element that includes it in 
its contents. Otherwise, the attribute is not visible". We exclude elements of 
type "list" from this rule. 

VISIBLE(R, y, z) Auent 

3.4 Modeling triggers and lists 

Triggers and lists are a very common feature in multimedia displays. 
This is similar to the behavior of navigation buttons, which trigger a change 
of the active record, but we need to expand the effects of such actions to 
model the launching of separate applications, or of derived displays (nested 
queries). For example, a button might link to a video file, and an application 
such as Real Player might be launched. 

3.4.1 Objects, fluents, and actions 

Table 3 shows the basic set of constructs needed to model displays with 
triggers and lists. 

Table 3. Constructs needed to model . 

Trigger(x, y, z) 

LAUNCHED(X,y) 

PARAM(X,y) 

Object Display element x has a trigger which launches the query 
or application y passing z as parameters, where z can be a 
fixed value or an attribute of the database associated with 
the element. 

Auent External application y launched and is running as a 
separate window from display element x. 

Auent y is a parameter list associated with display element x 
when a' is launched. 
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3.4.2 Action Description 

Proposition (P4) states that a double click on an element that has a trigger 
associated to it will cause the related query or application to be launched. 

(P4) DOUBLE_CUCK(X) causes LAUNCHED(x,y) ifDECLARED(Trigger(x, y, z» 

We can also model the parameters passed by using rules (P5) and (P6). 
(P5) PARAM(y, Rj[A]) if DECLARED(Trigger(x, y, z), BT(R.A, z), ACTlVE_RECoRD(R, j) , 

LAUNCHED(X, y) 
(P6) PARAM(y, s) if DECLARED(Trigger(x, y, z), BT(S, z), IsA_STRING(S), LAUNCHED(x, y) 

Proposition (P3) determined which attribute values are visible for display 
elements other than lists. Proposition (P7) accounts for the fact that a list 
shows the associated attribute of all records at the same time. 

(P7) define VISIBLE(R, A, j) if DECLARED(Disp3Iement(y, t, z, _,_, V», INCLUDES(p, z), 
EQ(t, "list"), BT(R.A, V), DECLARED(Answer_Set(R,p, _, n», GTEG, I), LTEG,n) 

In the Peace Corps tutorial, double clicking on an element of the list, like 
the Keywords or Related Topics lists, causes a new query to be triggered, 
displaying a new page. This is handled through a rule similar to (P4). 

3.5 Modeling a document display element 

A document display element is any that displays mUlti-page documents. 
Documents are similar to video and audio data elements in that they are 
composed of discrete elements ordered in a sequence that forms the whole. 
We call each of these constituent elements a "sample". Unlike the samples 
for video and audio files, a page in a document does not have a specified 
duration in time. It only changes when the user performs an action. 

3.5.1 Objects, fiuents, and actions 

We introduce the notion of "occurrence" as a parameter in the fluents 
CurrencSample and Slider, allowing for multiple occurrences of the same 
display element. This additional parameter can easily be retrofitted into the 
rules previously presented. Table 4 shows the constructs needed. 

Table 4. Constructs needed to model documents. 
---------------------------------~--

Ico"\" II{ ( 1 111'1'1 11\)1 S( I{IP IIU"\ I 
Ctrl Slider(t, x) Object Object x has a slider of type t. 

SAMPLE SIZE(X, y) Fluent The size, in samples, of the attribute in x is y. 
CURRENT_SAMPLE(X, c, y, z) Fluent Z is the sample of the file displayed on 

occurrence c of display element x for record y. 
SUDE(x, c, v) Action Occurrence c of Ctrl_Slider object x was dragged 

to value v, interpreted by the type of Slide 
control. 
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3.5.2 Action description 

Proposition (P8) shows a rule that can be read "clicking on the Previous 
page button causes the current sample to become s-J if the current sample is 
sand s is not I", in which case the action would be declared impossible (the 
button is disabled). Similar rules would be added for the Next button and 
simpler ones for the First and Last buttons of the document display element. 
(P8) CucK(CtrLButton(PrevPage, x), c) causes CURRENT_SAMPLE(X, c, j, s-1), 

-'cURRENT_SAMPLE(X, c,j, z) if ..,EQ(z, s-I), CURRENT_SAMPLE(X, c,j, s), GT(S, 1), 
ACTIVE_REcoRD(R, j) 

Proposition (P9) states that by default, the first page of the document is 
the current sample when the record becomes active for the first time. 
Otherwise, the sample it was at in the previous visit is the current sample. 
(P9) CURRENT_SAMPLE(X, c, j, 1), -'cURRENT_SAMPLE(X, c, j, z) if -.EQ(z, 1), 

ACTIVE_REcoRD(R, j), ...,previously ACTIVE_REcoRD(R, j), IsELEM(x,y), 
EQ(y, "document") v EQ(y, "video") v EQ(y, "audio") 

The same rule applies to video and audio display elements. This 
proposition is the first one to use a temporal operator, "previously", and is 
the introduction of the non-Markovian aspects of the model. 

The initial axiom set for such a display would include all the DECLARED 

fluents for the different Disp_element objects in the different panels. 
Consider adding the following observations to the initial axiom set: 
SAMPLE_SIZE(B, 105) observed_at 0 
CLICK(Ctrl_Button(NextPage, doc» occurs_at 1 
CLICK(CtrCButton(Next, navigation» occurs_at 2 
SAMPLE_SIZE(B, 30) observed_at 3 
CLICK(CtrCButton(Previous, navigation» occurs_at 3 
SAMPLE_SIZE(B, 105) observed_at 4 

These axioms are observations that reflect what is happening on the 
screen: on the first record, the user looked at page 2, then went to the next 
record, and then back to the frrst. The axioms, in combination with the action 
description, form a domain description, and allow us to ask queries about the 
behavior of the above display. We can verify with a simple query that when 
returning to the first record, page 2 will be displayed: 

CURRENT_SAMPLE(Docl, 1, 1,2) holds_at 4 
The proof is outside the scope of this paper, appears in (Gonzalez, 2(00). 

3.6 Video and audio files 

We want to model the general contents and behavior of the display at 
particular points in time. In displays that include audio, video, and temporal 
presentations, display elements change constantly. We want to define 
"points in time" in this continuum that will reasonably represent the display 
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contents. If the frame rate of a video were six frames per second, we should 
be able to represent every time a new frame is shown, that is, every 1/6 of a 
second. A smaller granularity would serve no practical purpose, since the 
display does not change within that interval. For audio files it is not practical 
to try to refer to each sampling, since sampling rates are very small. Usually, 
sound samplings are given in seconds and fractions of a second. 

3.6.1 Objects, fiuents, and actions 

Table 5 shows the set of constructs needed to model video and audio. 

Fluent 

SAMPLING_RATE Fluent 
(x, r) 

Fluent 

CWCK_TIC(t) Action 

The occurrence c of display element x is Stopped, Playing, 
or Paused 

The occurrence c of display element x for record j has clock 
value 
The sampling rate for a video or audio object displayed in x 
is r frames per second, in the case of videos, or r kHz, in the 
case of audio files. 
The 

x. 
An action that occurs every time the system time advances t 
milliseconds. 

3.6.2 Action description 

Consider the screen from the Peace Corps application where only a video 
is shown with some control buttons for allowing user interaction while it is 
playing: Play, Stop, and Pause. We use instances of the CtrLButton object. 
For example, CtrLButton("Play", x) will associate a "Play" button to display 
element x. PAUSED, STOPPED, and PLAYING give the status of the video or 
audio display elements, and are mutually exclusive. Propositions such as 
(PlO) model the effect of clicking on the buttons, in this case, "Play". 
(PIO)CUCK(Ctrl_Button("Play", x), c) causes PLAYING(x, c), -,STOPPED(X, c), 

-'pAUSED(X, c) 

The fluent CLOCK is a timer set for a particular occurrence of a display 
element. It takes the id of the display element in question, plus an identifier 
of the particular occurrence of the display element, the record number, and a 
value as parameters. The behavior of the clock of a particular display 
element in response to different events, like passing time or the user sliding 
forward to a later point in the video, is modeled using propositions such as 
(Pll), which shows that the value of the clock is set to zero when the "Stop" 
button is pressed, and proposition (PI2), which shows how the system action 
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CLOCK_TIC causes an increment in the value of the CLOCK fluent for all 
display element that are PLAYING. For clarity, we are not including in the 
rules the fact that the clock value is unique, but it is assumed. 
(PI I) CucK(CtrLButton("Stop", x), c) causes CLOCK(X, c, j, 0) if ACTIVE_REcoRD(R, 

j), DECLARED(Answer_Set(R, navigation,_,n» 

(PI2) CWCK]IC(t) causesCLOCK(X, c,j, y+ t) ifCLOCK(X, c, j, y), PLAYING(x, c), 
ACTIVE_REcoRD(R, j), DECLARED(AnswecSet(R, navigation,_,n» 

There is also a rule that reflects the effects of the action SUDE, which 
changes the value of the fourth parameter of Clock directly, setting it to the 
point in time where the Slide is released. The fluents SAMPLING_RATE, 
RUNNING_TIME, and SAMPLE_SIZE characterize the particular video or 
audio file. Based on any two of them and the CLOCK fluent, propositions 
determine the current sample. Proposition (P13) shows that the CLOCK value 
of a particular element is greater than or equal to its running time, the status 
of the element becomes "Stopped". 
(P13) STOPPED(X, c), ....,PLAYING(x, c), ....,PAUSED(X, c) if IsELEM(x, y), EQ(y, "video") v 

EQ(y, "audio"), PLAYING(x, c), ACTIVE_REcORD(R,j), DECLARED(AnswecSet(R, 
navigation,_,n», CLOCK(X, c, j, t), RUNNING_TlME(X, n, GEQ(t, n 

The current sample is calculated by multiplying the corresponding 
CLOCK value by the sampling rate of the attribute being shown. 

Other propositions specify that the status of a video or audio elements is 
"Stopped" by default when the record becomes active for the fIrst time. 
Similarly, and illustrating the use of the non-Markovian features of the 
modeling language, (PI4) specifIes that the status of a video or audio 
element is "Paused" when the record that contains it has been active before 
and just became active again. Just as we did for the document display 
element, the fIrst sample showed would be the one last seen when the user 
left the record. The current sample would be calculated to be the same since 
the Clock does not change while the record is not active. 

(PI4) PAUSED(X, c), -,PLAYING(x, c), ...., STOPPED(X, c) if IsELEM(x, y), EQ(y, "video") v 
EQ(y, "audio"), ACTIVE_RECORD(R, j), DECLARED(Answer_Set(R, navigation,_,n» 
lasttime ....,ACTIVE_REcoRD(R, j), previously ACTIVE_REcORD(R, j) 

4. RELATED WORK 

To our knowledge, the only other direct attempt at constructing formal 
semantics of dynamic displays is that by (Scherl et aI., 1998), which presents 
a Situation Calculus model of Hypertext. However, the features are limited 
to modeling the dynamic aspects of link traversal and the functionality of 
buttons. As for the non-Markovian action language, this approach is also 
unique to the best of our knowledge. (Gabaldon, 2(00) presents a non
Markovian extension to Situation Calculus, which is more limited than 
action languages. A more extensive analysis of related work is presented in 
the full version of this paper and in (Gonzalez, 2000). 
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